Boston Heart Diagnostics
Boston Heart’s approach to heart disease risk stratification and treatment optimization
has some unique features.
Theses specialized blood tests are broken into four categories—lipids, inflammation,
metabolics, and genetics. Within these four categories there are five tests exclusive to
Boston Heart designed to uncover specific and important information about your heart
health that helps you better understand your heart disease or risk of heart disease.
Having this detail gives you the information needed to make more effective treatment
decisions to reduce your risk for heart disease.
To learn more, click here.
For information about billing click here
Aetna and Cigna are in network with Boston Heart and there is no upfront cost but
your out of pocket expense depends on your insurance plan. You may want to check
your benefits first and if helpful call Boston Heart Diagnostics at 1-508-302-8450 if you
want to know approximately what you will pay in advance.
Boston Heart will submit the tests to all out of network insurances at the list price. You
will be responsible for the difference or the entire amount depending on your out of
network benefits.
You also have the option to take advantage of the more reasonable pre-pay pricing and
then if you choose submit the receipt towards your out of network deductible or HSA.
You can discuss with options the Patient Advocate. I have found these prices to be
very reasonable and fair.
All testing if considered medically necessary is covered in full by Traditional Medicare
except genetics. If a patient is getting genetic markers as part of their testing, an
Advanced Beneficiary Notice (ABN) is required when submitting to Traditional
Medicare. The genetic markers will most likely not be covered and payment for these
markers will be the patient responsibility and cannot be discounted.
If you get a bill directly from Boston Heart Diagnostics, we recommend that you call
them directly at 1-508-302-8450. If you call them within 1 month of receiving your first
bill, you can expect a discounted rate.
If your bill does not seem right or have any other questions, call Boston Heart Diagnostics at
1-508-302-8450 or our local representative Will Bouvier at 508-663-0001 or 508-380-0879.

